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   Message from the President 
Colleagues, I’m hoping that you are experiencing the 
satisfaction of work and a busy life! At this time of year, I 
always feel a little overwhelmed, but then I reflect on the 
relationships that my busy life brings. This gratitude allows me 
to embrace feelings of imbalance as a natural consequence of 
the life I want. For more on gratitude and joy check out Dr. 
Brené Brown’s many videos (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IjSHUc7TXM). 
With that said, I share a look back and forward at HAMTE as an 
organization that can help sustain a diverse community of 

mathematics teacher educators. 
 

National 
Academic Freedom: The challenge of supporting colleagues whose academic 
freedom has been questioned is being met by a committed group of 
mathematics teacher educators. A history of attacks in the United States, 
including links to resources, is available at (https://mathedcollective.wordpress.com/). In 
addition, the Scholars at Risk (https://www.scholarsatrisk.org/) website includes 
information, events, and ways to get involved. HAMTE members can support 
colleagues locally and in far away places by writing letters that assert our 
support for academic freedom. 
 
AMTE Annual Meeting: Association of Mathematics Teacher Educator’s annual 
conference is coming up soon (February 7-9)!  We are hoping to have a big 
turn out from HAMTE at the Saturday morning affiliate breakfast. Please join 
us for a bit of food and a brainstorming session. If you will be presenting, we 
would love to put together a news blast listing HAMTE members’ 
presentations. Please send these to me and I will send them on to the new 
newsletter editor. We will miss Andrew Gatza, whose term is ending.  
  

State 
IMERS 2019: Planning is underway for this exciting annual meeting for 
graduate students hosted by HAMTE. If you would like to be involved as a 
conference organizer, facilitator, or just to suggest a speaker, please email 
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HAMTE Crossroads 
Indiana has made national headlines recently due to the teacher shortage we are 
experiencing. In a Washington Post’s piece the headline read “Indiana’s got a prob-
lem: Too many teachers don’t want to work there anymore.” This year many 
schools in Indiana found it hard to fill their teaching positions and the number of 
teaching licenses issued in Indiana continues to decrease. While a legislative com-
mission to study this has just been formed, this situation is not a surprise at a time 
when so many changes in education have made the teaching profession much less 
attractive. This is certainly a time when HAMTE members need to work together 
and continue to help improve education in Indiana.  

HAMTE members are involved in helping improve mathematics education in many ways. One of our 
initiatives this year was to submit a proposal to host the 2017 PME-NA Conference. We have learned 
that our proposal was selected and we will be hosting this conference Oct 5 – 8, 2017. We will be 
forming a local organizing committee during our business meeting this October, and I hope that 
many of you will be helping with this exciting event. See more details in this newsletter.  

We will have some transitions for HAMTE officers this year. This year we will elect a new Newsletter 
Editor. The HAMTE Board was particularly interested in having more graduate student representa-
tion in the HAMTE leadership and I am pleased to see that we have two very strong candidates for 
this office. We should be very thankful for the services that Travis Miller, from University of Indianap-
olis, has provided in his role of Newsletter Editor. During his term we saw the number of newsletters 
published increase, and he has been instrumental in maintaining the quality of this important way of 
communication for our members. He will be greatly missed by Board members, but we know that he 
will continue to serve our organization in different ways. Thanks also goes to Nancy Schoolcraft, cur-
rent chair of the Nominations and Elections Committee, ending her two years of service.  

This business meeting will also mark the end of my term as HAMTE President. I have enjoyed serving 
our organization in this role. I am very grateful for the opportunity I had to work with great col-
leagues, and look forward to continue working as Past-President. HAMTE will be in great hands as 
Sheryl Stump, from Ball State University, starts her term as HAMTE President at the end of our busi-
ness meeting. Sheryl has been working in Indiana since 1996 and is very knowledgeable of our State 
and teacher education. I have no doubt that HAMTE will continue to thrive under her leadership.  

I look forward to seeing all of you at ICTM and the annual HAMTE business meeting.  We will again go 
to dinner afterward on Sunday.  Details are below. 
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HAMTE Crossroads 
F A L L  2 0 1 5  V O L U M E  5  –  I S S U E  1  

Newsletter Editor: 
Travis K. Miller,  
University of Indianapolis 
tmiller@uindy.edu 

ICTM Conference:  October 4 – 5, 2015 at Sheraton Indianapolis at Keystone Crossing   
Annual HAMTE business meeting: Sunday October 4 from 5:15-6:45 PM in Suite 12 
HAMTE dinner after the business meeting:  RSVP to Craig Willey at cjwilley@iupui.edu 
 

Please plan to renew your HAMTE membership at the business meeting by bringing a check for 
$20 and a completed renewal form. 

HAMTE MEETING at ICTM’S NEW LOCATION 

The Official Newsletter of the Hoosier Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators 

Sue Ellen Richardson (richa114@purdue.edu). She will send your email on to our new Graduate Outreach 
Coordinator. Sue Ellen will complete her term in November and we will miss her leadership! 
 

Indiana Mathematics Leadership Academy: Another wonderful opportunity for mathematics teachers, leaders, 
and administrators in the state brought to you by HAMTE members Sheryl Stump, Betsy Berry, and Doris 
Mohr. This mathematics teacher educator collaborative teamed with Laurie Ferry, Professional Learning 
Director of the Central Indiana Educational Service Center, and other HAMTE members to support 
Indiana elementary and middle schools to build visions for improving mathematics teaching and learning 
at the school level. In our next newsletter, we will report successes and enduring challenges of 
opportunities to build visions and create actionable plans to improve mathematics teaching and learning. 
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Upcoming Events for HAMTE members! 
ICTM Annual Meeting: November 4 & 5 
Thank you to all HAMTE members that met the call for proposals.  We had over 30 submissions this year! 
We certainly met our goal of being well represented at HAMTE.   
 

HAMTE Annual Retreat: We are looking forward to discussing this topic at the annual meeting.  We need 
all hands on deck to consider what activities, speakers, and resources would be rejuvenating and fulfilling 
for members.  If there are activities you are thinking we should plan or if you would like to participate in 
the planning, please email: skastber@purdue.edu. We are currently looking for a date that meets the needs 
of HAMTE members. 

 
Colleagues, join me in a special thanks to Sheryl Stump, past president of HAMTE! We will miss you on the 
board next year, but look forward to your continued active participation in HAMTE! 
Thanks to everyone for all you do to support education in Indiana and the world.J   
Thinking of you all as I look at the smiles on the faces of members. If you check out our photo at 
https://hamte.wildapricot.org/event-3106771 you will see what I mean! 
 
~Signe Kastberg~ 

 

Upcoming Events 
•PME-NA 2018 Conference: November 15-18, Greenville, SC 

•AMTE Conference: February 7-9, 2019, Orlando, FL 

• IMERS: Early March, 2019 (official date coming soon), Indianapolis 

•AERA Conference: April 5-9, Toronto, Canada 

•NCTM Research Conference: April 1-3, 2019, San Diego 

 

AMTE Travel Award 
The HAMTE Board is accepting applications for a Graduate Student Travel Grant award to attend AMTE. 
The board will award $250 to one graduate student. Please consider applying if you meet these criteria: 

• You are a HAMTE member and a graduate student making steady progress toward your degree; 
• You have a presentation accepted for the conference; 
• You do not have other funding sources available, or these funding sources do not cover all 

expenses. 
 

The travel grant winner will be asked to share their experiences at AMTE via future editions of 
the HAMTE Crossroads.  
  
If interested, please send your CV and a brief statement (300 words or less) explaining why you should 
receive the award to Signe Kastberg (skastber@purdue.edu) by Saturday November 30th. 
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The HAMTE board would officially like to 
welcome new members to the organization. New 
members include: 

Kara Benson, Zionsville Community Schools 

Chrissy Trinter, University of Notre Dame  

Hanan Alyami, Purdue University 

Christy Swartzentruber, Warsaw Schools 

2018 HAMTE Business Meeting 
There were many changes on the HAMTE board 
at the 2018 business meeting. Sheryl Stump, 
Sue Ellen Richardson, and Andrew Gatza 
completed their terms on the board. Patrick 
Eggleton was elected as President-Elect, 
Elizabeth Suazo Flores was elected Newsletter 
Editor, and Lane Bloome was elected Graduate 
Student Outreach Coordinator.  

HAMTE President Signe Kastberg (right) presents outgoing 
board member Sheryl Stump (left) with a gift for her service. 

Signe Kastberg (right) presents outgoing board member Sue 
Ellen Richardson (left) with a gift for her service. 
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      A strategy I have always emphasized in any 
teaching methods course is to model the methods that 
I expect students to use. Surprisingly, aspiring 
teachers often overlook these methods unless given 
specific instructions to reflect upon them. Future 
teachers need to develop insight into the instructional 
methods used around them and analyze those 
methods to determine what they accomplish. Building 
upon the idea of metacognition, where an individual 
looks back upon his/her own thinking, the idea of 
meta-teaching is for the students to explore (and 
hopefully appreciate) the techniques they’ve 
experienced while being instructed. The following is 
an assignment I required of my Spring 2018 
Secondary Mathematics Methods students that 
developed their “meta-teaching skills” throughout the 
semester. 

      Students were first asked to read an article by 
Kimberly Tanner (2013) that shares 21 teaching 
strategies to promote student engagement and 
cultivate classroom equity. Though written for a life 
sciences education journal, the instructional strategies 
are general enough to apply to any classroom. Tanner 
does a nice job of describing these methods, so it gives 
students an idea of what they may experience and will 
hopefully learn to use. The 21 methods are as follows: 

1. Wait time 
2. Allow students time to write 
3. Think-pair-share 
4. Do not try to do too much 
5. Hand raising 
6. Multiple hands, multiple voices 
7. Random calling using popsicle sticks/index cards 
8. Assign reporters for small groups 
9. Whip (around) 
10. Monitor student participation 
11. Learn or have access to students’ names 
12. Integrate culturally diverse and relevant examples 
13. Work in stations or small groups 
14. Use varied active-learning strategies 
15. Be explicit about promoting access and equity for 

all students 
16. Ask open-ended questions 
17. Do not judge responses 
18. Use praise with caution 
19. Establish classroom community and norms 
20. Teach them from the moment they arrive 
21. Collect assessment evidence from every student, 

every class. 

Meta-Teaching: A Great Tool for Methods Courses 

Patrick Eggleton |Taylor University 

      Using the 21 methods described in the article, I 
challenge students to watch for those methods being 
used by teachers throughout the semester. While I 
plan to model all 21 methods, I hope they will 
discover the methods being used in their other 
university classes, their practicum classes, and even in 
outside learning experiences like karate instruction or 
Sunday school. Being intentional about using the 
different methods was also a good challenge to me. I 
would usually write the method into my lesson plan. 
To help the students develop the skill to think about 
the instructional methods they were experiencing, I 
would ask students about the method I had just 
modeled and get them to discuss its benefits or 
drawbacks. I require the students to develop an 
instructional strategies journal that will record their 
observations. The directions for the journal are below: 

In this journal, keep a record of instructional techniques 
that you experience throughout this semester. Record the 
following for each technique: 

1. Description:  A brief description of how and when 
the technique was used in the classroom. 

2. Objective:  What the technique accomplished in 
this circumstance 

3. Application:  How you could possibly see this 
technique being used in your own classroom. 

4. Visual:  Some sort of clip art that communicates 
visually something about this technique.  (Please 
explain your clip art.) 

      Students were required to provide a reflection for 
each of the 21 instructional methods mentioned in the 
article and were also asked to identify four additional 
methods to add to the journal (Note: With 4 parts to a 
reflection for 25 methods, there is a nice 100 points for 
the assignment!). An example from one of the journals 
is below: 

1.  Wait Time 
 
 
 

Description: 
In my discipline class, EDU 307, Dr. H frequently gives us 
wait time after asking a question. Normally, we will read an 
article or some other reading in class, he will ask a question, 
then give a few moments of silence before calling on anyone. 
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Objective: 
Dr. H’s objective is for us to organize our thoughts before 
we speak in order to keep classroom discourse clear and 
concise. While wait time will not eliminate wrong answers 
(which is not the point of it), it should help prevent 
students from starting a sentence and not know where it’s 
going. 

Application: 
This would be a rather simple technique to implement in 
my classroom that I already do when I teach. The difficulty 
of using wait time well is gauging whether enough time has 
passed. Many teachers get nervous after a few moments of 
silence has passed when waiting longer would be beneficial. 

Visual: 
The picture is of a clock. This 
represents the appropriate amount of 
time the teacher should wait before 
engaging with students. The more 
experienced a teacher is, the better they 
will be able to discern how much time 
is appropriate.  

      I have to admit the products that my students 
developed with this assignment pleasantly surprised 
me. While I thought they might have difficulty 
experiencing each of these methods, they surprised 
me by finding them in many of their different 
classes—very seldom referring to the times I modeled 
them. I really enjoyed the “visual” requirement in the 
reflection. Students were very creative in the visual 
they chose for each method and it required them to 
create a cognitive link helping them remember the 
given method. I would highly encourage trying 
something similar for your own methods classes. It 
proved to be a great tool to help my students develop 
insight into some fairly basic instructional methods 
for the classroom.  

References 
Tanner, Kimberly D. (2013). Structure Matters: Twenty-One 
Teaching Strategies to Promote Student Engagement and 
Cultivate Classroom Equity. Cbe - Life Sciences Education 12 
(3): 322–31. 

 

Patrick Eggleton is an Associate 
Professor of Mathematics at Taylor 
University. 

IMERS 2019! 
HAMTE will be hosting the eighth annual 
Indiana Mathematics Education Research 
Symposium (IMERS) in early March of 2019. The 
specific date will be released soon. This 
symposium, held in Indianapolis on the IUPUI 
campus, supports mathematics education 
graduate students and educators and offers 
opportunities to present research and receive 
feedback from mathematics education faculty and 
other graduate students from across the region.  

Who Should Submit a Proposal?  
We invite proposals that describe research studies 
at various stages: completed work, work-in-
progress, and studies currently under design. If 
you are looking for a conference that will allow 
you to practice presenting your ideas and where 
feedback on design and works in progress is 
provided, IMERS is for you! 

Proposal Guidelines 
Completed Studies: 
Proposals should be no more than 1000 words 
(excluding references) including a description of 
the purpose of the study, theoretical framework, 
research design, findings and relevance of the 
study to mathematics education.  

Work In Progress: 
Proposals should be no more than 500 words 
(excluding references) including descriptions of 
the purpose of the study, brief literature review, 
research questions, methodology (i.e. 
participants, data sources, methods of analysis) 
and preliminary findings (if applicable). 

Work Under Design: 
Proposals should be no more than 300 words 
(excluding references) including rationale for the 
study, brief literature review, research questions, 
and proposed methods.  

 

Want to get involved with IMERS planning? 
Please email Lane Bloome, lbloome@purdue.edu, 
if you would like to join the IMERS 2019 planning 
committee. 
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Indiana Mathematics Leadership Academy 
Fifty-seven K-8 teacher leaders and principals from 12 school districts across the state participated 
in the launch of the Indiana Mathematics Leadership Academy June 12-13.  

The goals of the IMLA are for participant teams to:  

1. Establish a clear and common vision for mathematics teaching and learning in their schools. 
2. Develop knowledge and use tools for supporting effective mathematics teaching and 

visionary professional learning. 
3. Work collaboratively to develop and implement plans for activating their common vision.  

 
To support these goals, participants received the following materials:  

• One of the following grade-band books: 
o Taking Action: Implementing Effective Mathematics Teaching Practices in Grades K-5 (Smith, 

Huinker, & Bill, 2017) 
o Taking Action: Implementing Effective Mathematics Teaching Practices in Grades 6-8 (Smith, 

Steele, & Raith, 2017) 
• Everything You Need for Mathematics Coaching K-12 (McGatha & Bay-Williams, 2018) 
• Give Me Five! Five Coach-Teacher-Principal Collaborations that Promote Mathematics Success 

(Bradley & Cargill, 2017) 
 

Teacher leaders and principals were engaged in explorations of the ideas in these materials 
through workshop sessions led by the IMLA leadership team—HAMTE members Betsy Berry, 
Courtney Flessner, Doris Mohr, and Sheryl Stump and the Professional Learning Director at the 
Central Indiana Education Service Center, Laurie Ferry. The presentation team also included the 
following mathematics coaches and teacher leaders from Indiana schools—Asheley Harris 
(Noblesville Schools), Kathy Jones (Indianapolis Public Schools), Jane Mahan (Evansville Vanderburgh 
School Corporation), Samantha McGlennan (Southwest Allen County Schools), Nick Meyer 
(Indianapolis Public Schools), Jessica Miller (Westfield Washington Schools), Christy Swartzentruber 
(Warsaw Community Schools). 

 

The IMLA continues through the academic year with three additional workshops on October 3, 
February 6, and April 12, and four online modules.  

 

The IMLA is sponsored by HAMTE, ICTM, and the Central Indiana Education Service Center, 
with funding from the Indiana University Center for P-16 Research and Collaboration.  
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Girls STEM Institute:  
Addressing Equity Through a Holistic Approach 

Crystal Morton | IUPUI  
Demetrice Smith-Mutegi | Marian University 

      The status of mathematics achievement rates in 
Indiana and the nation is cause for concern. 
According to the Indiana Department of Education, 
“instruction in Mathematics provides vital content 
and skills for lifelong learning and problem-solving 
in our increasingly complex technological world 
and engages students in the essential thinking skills 
and processes used across subject areas” (Indiana 
Department of Education, 2018). Yet the most recent 
NAEP results for mathematics indicate that, in 
Indiana, only 19% of Black girls in fourth grade and 
23% in eighth grade scored at or above 
proficiency—defined  as demonstrating a solid 
academic performance and competency over 
challenging subject matter (National Center for 
Education Statistics, 2017). When looking at the 
percentage of Advanced Placement exam takers, 
5.7% of Black girls in Indiana took AP exams 
compared to 78.5% of White girls, with White girls 
having a higher average AP score. While these 
statistics are alarming, it is difficult to create a 
comprehensive picture of Black girls mathematics 
performance in Indiana because the majority of 
State data is not disaggregated by race and gender. 
We believe these statistics are more than an 
“achievement gap” concern, but rather a concern of 
dehumanized experiences in mathematics 
classrooms.  
 
Why Black Girls?  
     Historically, Black girls, and especially Black 
girls from low-income neighborhoods, are 
underrepresented in mathematics and science-
related careers (NSF 2003 as stated in West-Olatunji 
et al.,, 2010).  For example, the National Science 
Foundation (2017) report, "Women, Minorities, and 
Persons with Disability in Science and 
Engineering,” indicated a decline in the number of 
bachelor’s degrees in computer sciences, 
mathematics and statistics, and engineering earned 
by Black women. Moreover, Black women were 

Thinking Equity in Mathematics Education 

awarded only 5.1% of all undergraduate STEM 
degrees, and that number drops to 2.3% when 
looking specifically at mathematics and statistics 
degrees (National Science Foundation, 2017).  
 
     Even though Black girls are not reaching their 
full potential, their experiences in mathematics 
classrooms continue to remain invisible (Joseph, 
2017). Because several studies focus on the 
resiliency of Black girls, their experiences often fall 
into the shadows of the Black male crisis. Studies 
of Black girls resilience have contributed to the 
false assumption that they are doing just fine 
(Neal-Jackson, 2018). While Black girls often 
outperform Black males, Black girls are usually the 
lowest performers when compared to other girls 
(Smith-Evans, et al., 2014).   
 
     Within educational spaces, Black girls face 
unique challenges because of their historically 
marginalized gender and racial identities (Evans-
Winters, 2011; Joseph, et al., 2016; Neal-Jackson, 
2018). Research shows that Black girls start off 
holding a higher value for mathematics and 
confidence level as well as higher aspirations for 
STEM careers, but this does not translate into 
enrollment into higher level courses (Walker, 2007) 
or increased entrance into STEM careers (Joseph, 
2017). Mathematics learning opportunities for 
Black girls are often limited by others’ perceptions 
of their mathematics ability (Walker, 2007), leading 
to fewer opportunities for meaningful and rigorous 
mathematics learning experiences (Joseph, 2017).  
Driven by the stereotypical beliefs that Black girls 
are “loud,” “unapproachable,” and “unteachable,” 
educators often spend more time trying to shape 
and mold them to fit the norm of White femininity 
rather than building on their academic brilliance 
and career aspirations (Morris, 2007). As early as 
elementary school, for example, Black girls are 
positioned as less competent mathematics learners  
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and held to lower expectations. Black girls are 
disproportionately labeled “lower-ability” and 
tracked into dehumanizing learning spaces; spaces 
devoid of opportunities to engage in higher-order 
thinking and to make connections between content 
and their lived experiences (Hill, 2010; Joseph et al. 
2017; Smith-Evans, et al., 2014). In Indiana, White 
students, when compared to Black students, are 3 
times more likely to be identified as high-ability 
(Indiana Youth Institute, 2018).   
 
     When talking with Black girls about their 
experiences in mathematics classrooms, their 
typical day is described as pretty routine, including 
time to check homework, listen to the teacher 
lecture, review homework assignments, and 
worksheets. Unfortunately, mathematics only 
presented in this manner does not engage or 
challenge Black student learners, or Black girls in 
particular. Furthermore, these experiences are not 
relevant to their lived experiences and lead to 
disinterest in the subject (Morton & Mutegi, 2018).  

 
     Disproportionate placements in “low-level” 
mathematics classrooms, differential treatment 
because of a belief in negative stereotypes and lack 
of belief in the mathematics ability of Black girls 
often translates into Black girls receiving a subpar 
mathematics education both locally and globally. 
Because they are denied access to a quality 
mathematics education, many Black girls leave high 
school not prepared for college-level mathematics. 
This lack of preparation can have a detrimental 
impact on their ability to successfully complete 
college, which has lasting consequences for both the 
STEM workforce as well as their families and 
communities (Smith-Evans et al., 2014).  
 
Redressing Black Girls Learning Experiences 
     Researchers have suggested that socializing 
agents, such as parents, siblings, teachers, peers, 
curriculum, and popular media, have the ability to 
create a culturally responsive and academically 
affirming system of support for mathematics 
achievement and identity of Black girls (Young, 
Young, & Capraro, 2017). Through its holistic 
approach, Girls STEM Institute (GSI) provides an 
affirming system of mathematics support for Black 
girls focused on their STEM identity and overall 
wellness and well-being. Within GSI’s rich, 
rigorous, relevant, and supportive context, Black 

girls have the freedom to grow interpersonally and 
intellectually. They are provided access to 
powerful STEM learning experiences that 
challenge them to think deeply and critically. As 
STEM learners, they are empowered to use STEM 
as a tool for personal and social change.   
In our own work with Girls STEM Institute, we 
have identified essential elements indicative of 
providing relevant and rigorous mathematics 
instruction to Black girls that focus on the 
intersection of their multiple identities and the 
valuing of their lived experiences. These 
experiences include (1) a socially transformative 
curriculum framework, (2) an environment of 
comfort and care, (3) collaborative learning, and 
(4) parent and community involvement. 
 
Develop and implement a culturally relevant and 
engaging curriculum.  
     Aguirre, Mayfield-Ingram, and Martin (2013) 
recommend that teachers leverage multiple 
mathematics competencies (i.e., present mathematical 
tasks with multiple entry points) (p. 45) and 
challenge spaces of marginality (i.e. center student 
authentic experiences and knowledge as legitimate 
intellectual spaces for investigation of 
mathematical purposes) (p.47). This leveraging 
provides Black girls the autonomy to use 
mathematical strategies they are comfortable using 
to solve problems and to connect mathematics 
with their lives outside of school. 
 
     GSI uses a socially transformative STEM 
curricular (STC) approach. STC is a curricular 
approach that prioritizes knowledge that positions 
learners to improve their current social condition. 
STC can be applied to any group, but current 
articulations of STC in mathematics and science 
have applied to people of African descent. Mutegi 
(2011) articulated five levels of mastery associated 
with STC to promote a critique of Western 
scientific ideas. The levels include content, currency, 
context, critique, and conduct. The first level speaks 
to the mastery of content. Currency speaks to the 
relevancy of the content for mankind, and context 
speaks to the relevancy for people of African 
descent. Critique speaks to using our 
understanding of the subject to better understand 
systems of racism and oppression. Conduct centers 
on action and speaks to the importance of 
empowering and equipping students to engage in 
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 activism on behalf of their communities (Morton & 

Mutegi, 2018). During GSI, we use these levels of 
mastery to create curricula that leverage multiple 
mathematics competencies and empower Black girls to 
use mathematics as a tool for change.  See curricula 
examples in Morton and Smith-Mutegi (2018).  
 
Create an environment of comfort and care.   
     Aguirre, Mayfield-Ingram, and Martin (2013) 
also recommend teachers affirm learners’ mathematics 
identities (i.e., encourage students to see themselves 
as problem solvers capable of making valuable 
contributions to mathematics and validate students’ 
knowledge and lived experiences). During GSI, we 
strive to create a supportive environment that 
values and affirms Black girls multiple identities. 
The staff of GSI embraces who they are as 
individuals, and we operate under the belief that 
they are doers and creators of mathematics, as 
evidenced by student comments. 
 

This was the best camp I went to because I feel loved 
and welcomed here instead of a regular kid who joins 
a camp. I am glad that I was able to be in this camp 
because there are no funny acting teachers like what 
I mean everybody is treated the same. ~ Janice 
 

GSI provides a space for Black girls to be their 
authentic selves and connect to their lived 
experiences while learning mathematics. For 
example, they have multiple opportunities to 
discuss what it means to be a Black girl who is a 
mathematics learner and are provided the space 
and support to interrogate any stereotypes that 
may emerge.  
 
Provide opportunities for students to collaborate 
while learning and doing mathematics.    
     Collaboration promotes group interdependence 
and can enhance the development of critical 
thinking skills. Throughout GSI, Black girls had an 
opportunity to work in collaborative teams to tackle 
a variety of mathematical tasks. Girls are 
encouraged to participate in discourse rather than 
working individually. They rely on each other's 
knowledge to reach their assigned goals, and, for 
the majority of the girls, this was very different 
from their traditional mathematics classrooms 
.    
 

Like last week I felt like I could be myself around them 
[the girls in the camp] without them making fun of 
me…...Being like around some of the girls and then 
knowing that they don’t care if you are wrong or 
right...kind of makes you feel like oh since they are 
doing it you can do it too. ~ Veronica 

 
Establish a rapport with parents and the 
community and involve them.   
     GSI fosters and maintains an environment that is 
inclusive and inviting to all parents/caregivers and 
community members. Parents/caregivers and 
community members are offered an open invitation 
to share their knowledge and expertise with 
students, staff, other parents/caregivers, and 
community members. We also come alongside 
parents/caregivers to support them as they 
advocate on behalf of their daughters. This support 
comes in the form of educational workshops based 
on topics identified by parents/caregivers. 
Parents/caregivers are also invited to attend STEM 
and wellness workshops with the girls. These 
activities provide parent/caregivers an opportunity 
to learn with their daughters and network with 
other parents/caregivers and members of the 
community. We invest in building robust 
relationships with parent/caregivers because we 
understand that their perceptions can impact the 
perceptions of their daughters and other young 
ladies in their sphere of influence.  
 

It has been reported that many Americans 
fear or do not like mathematics (e.g., Casad, Hale, & 
Wachs, 2015; Rossman, 2006; Tobias, 1978). 
Additionally, researchers have found that 
parent/caregiver’s math anxiety is related to 
children’s math anxiety. Generally, children with 
high math anxiety have low math self-efficacy, 
lower math GPAs, low math behavioral intentions, 
more negative math attitudes, and greater math 
devaluing (Casad, Hale, & Wachs, 2015). 
Unfortunately, this pattern was enhanced for 
mother-daughter relationships. For girls, especially 
Black girls, connecting with parents/caregivers is a 
priority for improving confidence and ability in 
mathematics. Therefore, GSI prioritizes parent and 
community engagement because it is understood 
that it is not enough to support the learning of Black 
girls, but families and communities must be 
engaged for critical systemic and long-term change.  
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Concluding thoughts 
     As we think about addressing issues of equity in 
mathematics education, we believe we must look 
beyond our traditional gaze. Our work with Girls 
STEM Institute constantly reminds us of the 
importance of understanding the experiences of 
Black girls at the intersection of their multiple 
identities and engaging Black girls’ families and 
communities. We have found that incorporating a 
holistic approach that values the whole child and 
authentically engages parents and communities 
opens a door to rehumanized mathematics learning 
experiences. These learning experiences not only 
prepare Black girls for school, but also prepare 
them for life. 
 
Resources 
Aguirre, J., Mayfield-Ingram, K. & Martin, D. (2013). The 
Impact of Identity in K–8 Mathematics: Rethinking Equity-
Based Practices. Reston, Va.: National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics. 

● This book provides educators an opportunity to 
reflect on their students’ multiple identities as 
well as their own. The authors offer five-equity 
based teaching practices to promote equity and 
excellence in mathematics classrooms.  

 
Morton, C. & Smith-Mutegi, D. (2018, April). Girls STEM 
Institute: Transforming and empowering Black girls in 
mathematics through STEM. In Goffney, I. & Gutiérrez, 
R. (Eds.), Rehumanizing mathematics for students who are 
Black, Indigenous, and/or Latin@/x Students, Reston, VA. 

● This book chapter provides practitioners and 
researchers with more information on the 
literature review, the framework, methodology, 
and program context for our study. Curricular 
examples can also be found in this chapter. 

 

Mutegi, J. W. (2011). The inadequacies of “science for all” 
and the necessity and nature of a socially transformative 
curriculum approach for African American science 
education. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 48, 301-316. 

● This paper describes the framework for socially 
transformative STEM curriculum.  

 

Pitts Bannister, V.., Davis, J., Mutegi, J., Thompson, L., & 
Lewis, D. (2017). Returning to the Root" of the Problem: 
Improving the Social Condition of African Americans 
through Science and Mathematics Education. Catalyst: A 
Social Justice Forum 7(1:2) (2017). 

● This article applies the framework for socially 
transformative STEM curriculum to mathematics.   
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ICTM Call for Manuscripts 
The Indiana Council of Teachers of Mathematics (ICTM) publishes a journal twice a year. We 
welcome submissions on a full range of topics in mathematics education from both teacher educators 
and K-12 teachers. The journal contains longer feature articles that are subjected to blind peer review 
before being accepted for publication as well as shorter, departmental articles.  

• Feature articles address a variety of topics and should be no more than 3,000 words in length.  
• Departmental articles should be 750-1,200 words in length and should be submitted to one of 

the following departments: 
o Assessment Avenue — Assessment Avenue is a space for sharing suggestions and 

experiences related to assessment in mathematics education.  
o Coaching Corner—Coaching Corner is a place to share strategies and stories of 

mathematics coaching and teacher leadership.  
o Problem Posers—Problem Posers is a place to share good problems or tasks for PreK-16 

students.  Authors should indicate the grade level(s) for which the problems are intended 
and provide solutions to the problems. (Word count does not apply.) 

o Reader Reflections—Reader Reflections provides an opportunity for teachers to share their 
thoughts about challenges faced in the mathematics classroom or about other issues of 
relevance to PreK-16 mathematics teachers.  

o STEM Stories—Stem Stories is an outlet for sharing experiences with the integration of 
mathematics with science, engineering, and technology in PreK-16 classrooms.  

o Teacher Tales — Teacher Tales is a place to share stories of teachers who are engaging their 
PreK-12 students in doing mathematics.   

o Technology Tips—Technology Tips is a forum for describing innovative uses of technology 
in the teaching and learning of mathematics.  

 
 
Submission Deadlines for 2019: 

• Winter/Spring 2019 issue 
o Feature manuscripts should be submitted by January 1, 2019 
o Departmental manuscripts should be submitted by February 1, 2019 

• Summer/Fall 2019 issue 
o Feature manuscripts should be submitted by July 1, 2019 
o Departmental manuscripts should be submitted by August 1, 2019 

 
 
Submission Guidelines can be found at: 
http://www.ictm.onefireplace.org/page-819122.  
 
 
If you have any questions, contact Doris Mohr (djmohr@usi.edu) or 
Sheryl Stump (sstump@bsu.edu). 
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Connect with HAMTE! 
Become a 

hamte member! • Visit our website: Please checkout out our new 
website at https://hamte.wildapricot.org. This site 
will replace our current site at hamte.org, so please 
bookmark our new home. With our new page, we 
can now accept ONLINE MEMBERSHIP 
ENROLLMENT! There are options to enroll for one 
year, or for three-years at a time for a slight 
discount. Current (and some past) members have 
already been entered into the system and should 
be receiving emails from WildApricot telling you it 
is time to renew your dues. Another email will go 
out one week before the business meeting. The link 
sent in this email will help you create a password 
and join the site. Then you can pay for membership 
using the "Join Us" link.  If you do not receive this 
email, you can still Join Us with this link at any 
time! Please share our new site! 

§ Join a Working Group / Committee or suggest a 
new topic to connect and collaborate with others 
across the state in order to address crucial issues 
in the field of mathematics education!  

o Elementary Math Specialists Task Force 
§ Facilitator: Sheryl Stump,  

sstump@bsu.edu 
o IMERS Planning Committee 

§ Please contact Lane Bloome to join, 
lbloome@purdue.edu  

 
§ Submit an article and/or teaching methods or 

ideas to the newsletter, HAMTE Crossroads. You 
can also write an article for the newsletter section 
called “Thinking Equity in Mathematics Education.” 
Email your submissions or questions to Elizabeth 
Suazo Flores, the new Newsletter Editor, at 
esuazo@purdue.edu. We publish Fall and Spring 
editions. 

 

Become a new member or 
renew your existing 

HAMTE membership at 

https://hamte.wildapricot.org 

 

Membership Cost:  

Regular Member: $20  

Student, Emeritus Faculty: $10 

 

You can also pay by cash or 
check at the annual HAMTE 

business meeting. 

 

The membership year runs 
November to November 

(to coincide with our 
annual fall meeting). 
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Never Be Afraid of Presenting Your Unborn Ideas: 
Stories from IMERS 

Sue Ellen Richardson | Purdue University 

     I asked a few past IMERS participants to share 
what they like best about the symposium, how it 
supports them in their studies, and “must-knows” 
for those who have never attended. The following is 
a brief summary from a recent graduate (Elizabeth 
Suazo-Flores), two students in the middle of their 
programs (Pavneet Kaur and Lizhen Chen), and a 
first-year student (Hanan Alyami). Their responses 
reveal ways our experiences of IMERS evolve as we 
proceed along our doctoral journeys. 
 
Summary and Highlights 
     IMERS participants really love that it is a safe 
and welcoming environment for graduate students 
to share work and ideas that are net yet finished.  
We love hearing the variety of ideas and receiving 
lots of thoughtful feedback. In friendly sessions, 
faculty are patient and supportive. While first-time 
attendees appreciate knowing some of the authors, 
others also appreciate getting to know students 
from other regional universities and visiting 
scholars from other countries. Students at IMERS 
are inspired by guest speakers who share their own 
journey, asresonating with speakers’ similar 
starting points and seeing how they have 
progressed. 
 

“My best experience at IMERS was to meet a Brazilian 
researcher. We became friends and we are still in 
touch” (Elizabeth Suazo-Flores). 

 
When asked how IMERS supports students in their 
studies, we see a broad range of perceptions along 
our doctoral journeys.  As a first-year student 
Hanan found the video-recording extremely useful: 
 

“Unlike manuscripts, presentations are a chance to 
give your words movements and tonal dimensions. 
Seeing my presentations helped me identify some of the 
moments when I spoke with passion and try to 
implement more of that in future presentations” 
(Hanan Alyami). 

 
 
 

A very common sentiment is that IMERS gives us 
the opportunity to receive  

“feedback from multiple graduate students and faculty 
members…We can come with our own ideas, get 
feedback, and re-shape our papers with new opinions 
that we might have missed in the first go” (Pavneet 
Kaur).   

 
IMERS also broadens our networks and helps us 
feel part of a large community, providing us with 
more resources and support for our studies.  
 
     As a recent graduate, Elizabeth has a longer 
view of how IMERS helped in her studies to 
become a mathematics teacher educator: 

“As a future MTE, it helped me to know how things 
behind the scene work. Things like how to organize 
conferences and work with others planning and 
carrying on a conference.” 

 
     First-timers should know that IMERS is a space 
and day just for graduate students to interact with 
students from different universities and receive 
support from faculty and each other. It is a family-
oriented group that is curious, celebrates research, 
and values “sharing ideas and learning more about 
how others’ ideas come together” (Hanan). For 
some, it feels like “having thanks-giving lunch 
together in the month of March, where all family 
members get to see each other, to discuss what 
they are planning and have already accomplished” 
(Pavneet). In summary, “never be afraid of 
presenting your unborn ideas. This is a place for 
practice” (Lizhen). 
 
     While I have tried to briefly capture common 
themes and the evolution process from first-year 
graduate students to recent graduates, I also 
wanted to provide the questions and full responses 
from Elizabeth Suazo-Flores, Pavneet Kaur, Lizhen 
Chen, and Hanan Alyami for those who would like 
to know more about their experiences. 
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What do you like best about IMERS? (And/or) 
what is your favorite IMERS experience? 
 

Pavneet: I really like the presence of the safe 
environment in IMERS that opens up the chances for 
all the graduate students to share their work and 
preliminary research without the feeling that they 
would be judged. My favorite IMERS experience 
involves having a guest speaker who comes and shares 
their own journey with all the graduate students. This 
boosts up my morale to think that they have started 
from the similar point where we are now. So, I push 
myself by saying that ‘if they can do it, so can I.” 
Having those friendly sessions lead by some guest 
speaker is always interesting for me. 
 

Elizabeth: The best part of IMERS is the opportunity 
of sharing an idea that is not finished yet. People there 
are great to provide comments and feedback. My best 
experience at IMERS was to meet a Brazilian 
researcher. We became friends and we are still in touch.   
 

Lizhen: IMERS is the best place for graduate students 
and beginning faculty to present and share their 
research ideas. At the previous IMERS, I met a 
professor who gave me really good suggestions after 
my presentation and we talked for a long time. He was 
so friendly and smart. Never thought professors like 
him could be so patient and supportive of us graduate 
students.   
 

Hanan: So far, and because I'm a second-year Ph.D. 
student, I had only attended IMERS once. But from 
the beginning I knew that I would attend it every year! 
IMERS had a welcoming atmosphere and I appreciated 
knowing some of the authors of papers that I found 
interesting on a personal level.   

 

As a graduate student, how has IMERS helped 
support you in your studies? 

 

Pavneet: As a graduate student, IMERS helped me in 
having feedback from multiple graduate students and 
faculty members on the individual projects where I had 
been currently involved with. We can come with our 
own ideas, get feedback, and re-shape our papers with 
new opinions that we might have missed in the first go.   

 
 
 

Elizabeth: As a graduate student, IMERS helped me 
in two levels. As a researcher, it gave me the 
opportunity to talk with others and feel part of a big 
community. I met a lot of MTEs from other places and 
got to talk with them. As a future MTE, it helped me 
to know how things behind the scene work. Things like 
how to organize conferences and work with others 
planning and carrying on a conference.   
 

Lizhen: IMERS supports me by providing me 
chances of presenting my research and seeking advice 
from professionals. IMERS also broadens my 
networking.   
 

Hanan: While I usually audio record my 
presentations to keep a record of the feedback, at 
IMERS my presentation was video taped. This was 
extremely helpful for me not only to keep a record of 
the feedback but to also see how I present. Unlike 
manuscripts, presentations are a chance to give your 
words movements and tonal dimensions. Seeing my 
presentations helped me identify some of the moments 
when I spoke with passion and try to implement more 
of that in future presentations.   

 

For graduate students who have never attended 
IMERS, what are the must know?  

Pavneet: This is a great opportunity to interact and 
get to know about what other graduate students in 
different schools are doing.  Being a part of IUB, I 
interacted with students from Purdue and get to know 
about their research interests. IMERS gives me a 
sense of having thanks-giving lunch together in 
month of March, where all family members get to see 
each other, to discuss what they are planning and have 
already accomplished.   
 

Elizabeth: New graduate students must know that 
this is a space for them. It is when professors are there 
to support you. One day, just for you. If you are able 
to take advantage of that, it will help you to grow as a 
researcher and future MTE.   
 

Lizhen: First, never be afraid of presenting your 
unborn ideas. This is best place for practice. 
Second, take the initiative to make friends with people 
coming from different institutions.   
 

Hanan: Join us! We are a family-oriented group that 
welcomes new members and celebrates research. Just 
like you, we are curios and we celebrate sharing ideas 
and learning more about how others' ideas come 
together.    
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Ball State University  
 
Jerry Woodward, John Lorch, Crystal Lorch (Ball State), Krystina Leganza (University of Indianapolis), and Chris 
Edwards (Fishers High School) collaborated on the Summer Institute for STEM Curriculum Development. They 
worked with science faculty to provide a one-week professional development workshop for 70 middle and high 
school teachers. The institute connected teachers with university content and pedagogy faculty for the purpose of 
generating enthusiasm and ideas through the study of mathematics content.. Funding was provided by grants 
from the Indiana State Legislature and the Scientech Club Foundation.   

Recent Publications: 

Woodward, J. & Schafer, K.G. (2018). Preservice Mathematics Teachers’ Perspectives of Productive 
Struggle. The Indiana Mathematics Teacher, Winter/Spring 2018, 10-14. 

 

The Mathematics Exchange is a journal for undergraduate research in the mathematical sciences. It is a forum 
for student activities, which are not necessarily original research but go beyond standard classroom 
material. Among other information, issues contain senior thesis abstracts, extracurricular projects, and seminar 
and colloquium papers. 

Audience: All undergraduates with majors in any of the mathematical sciences. 

The Fall 2018 issue of the Ball State Undergraduate Mathematics Exchange is now available 
at https://lib.bsu.edu/beneficencepress/mathexchange/12-01/index.html. The Ball State Undergraduate 
Mathematics Exchange is a journal for undergraduate research in the mathematical sciences, including pure 
mathematics, mathematics education, statistics, and actuarial science. It is a forum for student activities, which 
are not necessarily original research but go beyond standard classroom 
material. https://lib.bsu.edu/beneficencepress/mathexchange/MathematicsExchangeFlyer2018.pdf 

 

 

 

University of Indianapolis 

Jean Lee will be assuming the role as President of ICTM starting November 2018.  

Jean Lee and Christine Taylor (ISU) will present a session at AMTE titled, "The Power of Adjusting PD 
Facilitation Based on Your Teacher Participants’ Needs." 

John Somers will present a session at AMTE titled, “Challenges to Teaching with Technology.” 

 

 

What’s the Word on Campus? 
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Purdue University 
Purdue’s online Master’s program is up and running with an emphasis area in mathematics education 
available – their first math education cohort has eight students. 

Jere Confrey will be visiting Purdue for several days in January – watch for announcements once the 
schedule is set! 

Laura Bofferding, together with several graduate students (Mahtob Aqazade, Lizhen Chen, Sezai 
Kocabas, Ana-Maria Haiduc, and Susan Hahn), is starting work on a new NSF grant: Promoting 
Commenting and Debugging in Early Years Programming. 

Lili Zhou and Sue Ellen Richardson are working on the GEMS Project – Girls Excelling in Math and 
Science. This is a new project at Purdue, and we will have more information soon! 

Lizhen Chen, Sue Ellen Richardson, Mahtob Aqazade, and Signe Kastberg are working on a project to 
understand their questioning and debriefing conversations in the elementary math methods course. 

Lane Bloome and Sue Ellen Richardson are working with Purdue graduates Elizabeth Suazo-Flores and 
Betsy Kersey to understand more about their process of becoming mathematics teacher education 
researchers. They presented their ideas at the International Congress of Qualitative Inquiry with Dr. Jake 
Burdick from Curriculum and Instruction as their discussant. 

Jill Newton is taking students to Tanzania for the tenth year in 2019 for the month of May to work in rural 
schools – students from other universities can come along – they just have to become a Purdue student for 
one semester, which costs $60. She is happy to chat with students if they’re interested! 

Jill Newton is Co-PI on two recently awarded STEM teacher recruiting grants: 
• Excellence in STEM Teaching in Indiana (Project EINSTEIN) 

o $1,415,500 NSF funded project from 2018-2022 
• 21st Century STEM Teachers Scholarship Program 

o $195,105 Commission for Higher Education funded project from 2017-2019 
 
Recent Publications: 

• Bofferding, L. (2018). Family mathematics nights: Breaking down barriers. Prime Number, 33(4), 16-17. 
• Bofferding, L., & Wessman-Enzinger, N. M. (Eds.) (2018). Exploring the Integer Addition and Subtraction Landscape: 

Perspectives on Integer Thinking. Cham, Switzerland: Springer International Publishing AG. 
• Bofferding, L., Aqazade, M., & Farmer, S. (2018). Playing with integer concepts: A quest for structure.  In L. 

Bofferding & N. Wessman-Enzinger (Eds.), Exploring the Integer Addition and Subtraction Landscape: Perspectives on 
Integer Thinking (pp. 3-23). Cham, Switzerland: Springer International Publishing AG.  

• Bofferding, L., & Wessman-Enzinger, N. M. (2018). Nuances of prospective teachers' interpretations of integer 
word problems.  In L. Bofferding & N. Wessman-Enzinger (Eds.), Exploring the Integer Addition and Subtraction 
Landscape: Perspectives on Integer Thinking (pp.191-212). Cham, Switzerland: Springer International PublishingAG. 

• Bofferding, L. (2018). Challenges of promoting conceptual change with instructional contexts.  In L. Bofferding & 
N. Wessman-Enzinger (Eds.), Exploring the Integer Addition and Subtraction Landscape: Perspectives on Integer 
Thinking(pp. 167-187).Cham, Switzerland: Springer International Publishing AG. 

• Jung, H., & Newton, J. (2018). Preservice mathematics teachers’ conceptions and enactments of modeling 
standards. School Science and Mathematics, 118(5), 169-178. 

• Jung, H., Strikwerda, S. L., Park, J., & Newton, J. (2018). Preservice teachers’ perspectives on their opportunities to 
learn about algebra. Issues in the Undergraduate Mathematics Preparation of School Teachers: The Journal. Retrieved 
from: http://www.k-12prep.math.ttu.edu/journal/1.contentknowledge/hyunyi01/article.pdf 

• Mintos, A., Hoffman, A., Kersey, A, Newton, J., & Smith, D. (2018). Learning about issues of equity in secondary 
mathematics teacher education programs. Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education. Retrieved from 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10857-018-9398-2. 
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University of Southern Indiana 

Rick Hudson continues to contribute to the Enhancing Statistics Teacher Education with E-Modules 
(ESTEEM) project, which is a collaboration with colleagues at North Carolina State University, Eastern 
Michigan University, and the Concord Consortium. The purpose of the project is to create online resources 
for statistics preservice teacher education, design modules and approaches for using these resources, and 
implement the modules in undergraduate mathematics education courses. In July 2018, Rick and the 
ESTEEM team traveled to Kyoto, Japan, to present about their work at the International Conference on 
Teaching Statistics. The first  module is now available and focuses on what is statistics and supporting 
students’ statistical investigations. The module can be directly imported into your learning management 
system, including Moodle, BlackBoard, Canvas, and D2L. Two additional modules will be available in 
spring 2019 on statistical association and inferential reasoning. To support mathematics teacher educators 
who want to learn to use the ESTEEM materials, a workshop will be held prior to the AMTE conference in 
February. If you are interested in using these materials in your courses for preservice teachers, feel free to 
contact Rick at rhudson@usi.edu or visit our project website: https://hirise.fi.ncsu.edu/projects/esteem/ .  

USI’s Mathematics Department supports secondary teachers who plan to serve as dual credit teachers 
through its New Experiences for Instructors of Dual Enrollment (or NExIDE) grant. The grant will support 
secondary teachers seeking their MSE in Math Teaching or those seeking additional coursework to meet 
credentialing requirements to provide dual credit instruction. The grant will support all tuition and fees for 
at most 18 credit hours of mathematics.  

Indiana University—Southeast 

Dr. Debi Mink presented at the ICTM fall conference with two undergraduate students on “CRA All the 
Way: Integrating Math and Children’s Literature” and Dr. Alan Zollman presented at the ICTM fall 
conference with two graduate students on “Hand-On STEM Activities for Middle and Highs School 
Students.” 
 
Dr. Debi Mink will offer two graduate courses for Elementary Teachers in Summer Session I: EDUC-N 523 
Workshop in Elementary Modern Mathematics and EDUC-N 543 Advanced Study in the Teaching of 
Mathematics at the Elementary School. Dr. Alan Zollman will offer one graduate course for Middle and 
Secondary Mathematics Teachers in Summer Session II: EDUC-N 517 Advanced Study in the Teaching of 
Mathematics at the Secondary School (this course counts toward MS in Education – Mathematics 
Concentration and as an optional course for a MAT.) 

This past summer, IU Southeast offered the inaugural summer teacher institute (Innovation in STEM 
Education: The School of the Future) for local middle and high school teachers in the IU Southeast service area. 
This was the first time that the School of Education and the School of Natural Sciences faculty collaborated 
in offering presentations and workshop as a service outreach to the community at IU Southeast. This 
institute was funded by our Growing Tomorrow’s STEM Teachers Grant, funded by the Indiana 
Commission on Higher Education. The evaluations from teachers were very encouraging, and planning 
with local service-area schools has already begun for the 2019 summer institute. 
 

 

A NOTE ABOUT PERSPECTIVES SHARED: 
The perspectives presented in articles within issues of HAMTE Crossroads represent the views of individual authors 

and do not necessarily represent the views and positions of the HAMTE organization. 


